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Abstract— This paper presents an implementation of an Adaptive Learning Based Back Propagation (AL-BP) control technique for improved power quality grid interactive solar PV - battery supported system catering the balanced and unbalanced three phase four wire (3P-4W) nonlinear loads and single phase loads of various nature simultaneously. Moreover the source currents remain balanced and sinusoidal for all operating and loading conditions such as in highly unbalance loading conditions where a load on one of the phase is disconnected. An AL-BP control technique is used to control the voltage at point of common coupling and to improve power quality under various loading conditions through mitigation of harmonic currents, reactive power compensation, active power balancing and neutral current compensation in the 3P-4W system. It also improves the system power factor in highly nonlinear and unbalanced loading conditions. The AL-BP control scheme has the capability to self tune the arbitrary nonlinear systems such as grid-interactive critically unbalanced 3-phase 4-wire system feeding highly nonlinear loading systems. Therefore, the proposed control technique is found capable of dealing with above said large unknown-nonlinearity of 3-phase 4-wire system. This scheme significantly improves the steady state and dynamic performances of the 3 phase 4 wire (3P-4W) grid interactive solar PV - battery supported system. The proposed AL-BP control technique has been implemented using DSP processor in real time in order to validate the claims.

Index Terms— Solar PV, VSC, power quality, non-linear loads, integrated system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to serious environmental concerns, advancement in the technologies and decrease in price, the Solar-Photovoltaic (PV) based power generation has increased during last few years. A large amount of green house gases is generated by the thermal power plants. The easy availability of solar energy irrespective of the geographical location, the electric power-generation using solar-photovoltaic plants, has been found better and more suitable in comparison to other electrical power generation systems based on renewable energy sources. Conventional self tuning adaptive control systems are more suitable for linear systems or some specific non linear systems [1]. The neural network algorithm is often used in recent years for nonlinear adaptive filtering based systems [2]. An adaptive load shading scheme using an adaptive artificial neural network, and its transient stability analysis for electrical utility systems have been presented in [3]. A back propagation neural network based training scheme has been discussed in [4]. A back propagation through time base learning algorithm and a new recurrent adaptive control theory have been presented in [5]. A back propagation neutral network is proposed in [6] for nonlinearity compensation in optical current sensors based photonic transducer systems. An adaptive output tracking architecture is proposed in [7] for a
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to serious environmental concerns, advancement in the technologies and decrease in price, the Solar-Pphotovoltaic (PV) based power generation has increased during last few years. A large amount of green house gases is generated by the thermal power plants. The easy availability of solar energy irrespective of the geographical location, the electric power-generation using solar-photovoltaic plants, has been found better and more suitable in comparison to other electrical power generation systems based on renewable energy sources. Conventional self tuning adaptive control systems are more suitable for linear systems or some specific non linear systems [1]. The neural network algorithm is often used in recent years for nonlinear adaptive filtering based systems [2]. An adaptive load shading scheme using an adaptive artificial neural network, and its transient stability analysis for electrical utility systems have been presented in [3]. A back propagation neural network based training scheme has been discussed in [4]. A back propagation through time base learning algorithm and a new recurrent adaptive control theory have been presented in [5]. A back propagation neutral network is proposed in [6] for nonlinearity compensation in optical current sensors based photonic transducer systems. An adaptive output tracking architecture is proposed in [7] for a
three layered neutral network system, which is used to train to the nonlinear plants. An adaptive wavelet neural network to determine dynamic transfer capability of electricity market, has been presented in [8]. The possibility of using a simple approximation for estimating the error using the back propagation neural network is presented in [9]. A nonlinear adaptive neural network based control for multivariable motion control systems has been discussed in [10]. An adaptive back propagation based learning scheme for analog neural networks has been presented in [11]. The modeling of switched reluctance motor using an adaptive neuro fuzzy system has been presented in [12]. The hybrid learning scheme used in this paper, combines the linear least squares estimation methods and a back propagation algorithm. Various types of adaptive neutral networks for control systems have been discussed in [13]. The development of an auto reclosing system using adaptive control based on optimized neutral network has been proposed in [14]. A direct adaptive neutral based control scheme for synchronous generators has been presented in [15]. A back propagation neural network based control algorithm for resonator bank structure has been presented in [16]. An optimum adaptive learning scheme for error back propagation networks has been proposed in [17]. A new control algorithm for three phase four wire shunt and series active filter for unbalanced system is reported in [18]. Ryan et al. [19] have proposed a three phase four wire inverter and controller for unbalanced system using a new decoupling quad transformation matrix. A new power quality improved multifunctional three phase four wire grid connected compensator is reported in [20]. Zeng et al. [21] have proposed a modular multifunctional distributed generation unit using 3H bridge converter to enhance the power quality in low voltage systems. A novel adaptive fuzzy logic and hysteresis controller using three phase four wire full bridge inter-leaved buck active power filter for high power applications is presented in [22]. Karimi et al. [23-24] proposed a new decentralized control method for power management and load sharing in islanded micro-grid. Merabet et al. [25] have developed an energy management and control algorithm for standalone micro-grid which consists of hybrid resources such as PV solar, wind and battery energy storage system. An optimal power flow technique of a photo-voltaic battery powered fast electric vehicles charging stations is presented in [26].

This paper presents an AL-BP control technique for improved power quality grid interactive solar PV - battery supported system. The proposed power quality improved system is capable of delivering highly non-sinusoidal currents to nonlinear and unbalance loads of different types such that single and three phase industrial and domestic loads, while the source currents in all three phases remains balanced and sinusoidal for all operating and loading conditions. The proposed AL-BP control technique has been implemented using DSP processor in real time in order to validate the claims.

II. SCHEME AND WORKING PRINCIPLE

The block diagram of proposed power quality improved AL-BP control based 3 phase 4 wire grid-interactive solar-PV battery system is presented in Fig. 1(a). The photograph of the experimental prototype is shown in Fig 1(b). The proposed system operates in three phase balanced mode of operation while feeding highly unbalanced and nonlinear loads. The proposed scheme consists of a four leg IGBT based voltage source converter (VSC), three inductors for interfacing between grid and VSC, a solar-PV array, a boost converter for MPPT, a 3-phase RC filter, a battery energy storage, a DC bus capacitor and a bidirectional DC-DC converter for battery charging. The AC side of VSC is connected to the grid through interfacing inductor and fourth leg of VSC is connected to the neutrals of both source (grid) and load. The fourth leg of VSC supplies all the harmonic currents demanded by the neutral of the load. Therefore, load does not demand any harmonic current from neutral of the grid, which in turn significantly reduces the losses in neutral wire of source/grid and also improves the power quality of the three phase four wire system in critically unbalanced loading conditions. The proposed control algorithm is implemented using a DSP based controller that generates the desired gating pulses for all eight IGBT switches of four leg voltage source converter in order to achieve the desired performance. The VSC is controlled through adaptive learning based back propagation control technique [27-29] based control scheme. The incremental conductance algorithm is used for maximum power point tracking [30-31]. The bidirectional converter is used to control the flow of battery power during charging or discharging. The VSC supplies adjustable reactive power to the grid in order to maintain a constant system voltage at point of common coupling (PCC). The 4 leg VSC operates the system at almost unity power factor and compensates reactive and harmonic currents demanded by the load, therefore, it improves the system power quality significantly.

III. CONTROL ALGORITHM

The AL-BP Algorithm for battery supported improved power quality three phase four wire (3P4W) system, is used for extraction of fundamental real and imaginary power components of load currents of all phases [31].

A. Adaptive Learning Back Propagation Based Control Algorithm

The mathematical-modeling of proposed AL-BP control algorithm is as follows. The voltage ($V_T$) at point of common coupling is estimated as,

$$V_T = \sqrt[2]{\frac{2}{3}} \times (V_{phR}^2 + V_{phY}^2 + V_{phB}^2)$$

In-phase normalized signal of grid voltages are estimated as follows,

$$u_{Rp} = \frac{V_{phR}}{V_T}, \quad u_{yp} = \frac{V_{phY}}{V_T}, \quad u_{bp} = \frac{V_{phB}}{V_T}$$

(2)
Fig. 1(a) Block diagram of adaptive control of voltage source converter based scheme for grid-interactive solar PV- battery system feeding unbalanced 3 phase and single phase nonlinear and linear loads

where $V_{p_Y}, V_{p_Y}, V_{p_B}$ are phase-voltages of the grid. The quadrature normalized signals of grid-voltages are estimated as follows.

$$u_{Rq} = -u_{Yq} + \frac{u_{Bq}}{\sqrt{3}}, \quad u_{Yq} = \frac{3u_{Rq} + u_{Yq} - u_{Bq}}{2\sqrt{3}}$$

(3)

An AL-BP control algorithm [27-29] estimates the weights of active-components $(W_{R}, W_{Y}, W_{B})$ and reactive-components $(W_{Rq}, W_{Yq}, W_{Bq})$ of load currents using equations (4) to (15). The three phase nonlinear load currents $i_{l_R}, i_{l_Y}, i_{l_B}$ are sensed using Hall Effect sensors and their measured values in each sampling interval are fed to the DSP controller (as input variables). The front end layer of AL-BP control algorithm for the fundamental component (of load current) extraction are estimated using equation (4), (5) and (6).

$$I_{Rq} = W_{R} + i_{R}u_{Rq} + i_{l_R}u_{Yq} + i_{l_R}u_{Bq}$$

(4)

$$I_{Yq} = W_{Y} + i_{Y}u_{Rq} + i_{l_Y}u_{Yq} + i_{l_Y}u_{Bq}$$

(5)

$$I_{Bq} = W_{B} + i_{B}u_{Rq} + i_{l_B}u_{Yq} + i_{l_B}u_{Bq}$$

(6)

where $W_0$ is initial-weight. The fundamental components of load currents $I_{Rq}, I_{Yq}$ and $I_{Bq}$ are processed through a sigmoid-
The outputs of feed-forward block \((Z_{Rp}, Z_{yp}, Z_{bp})\) are given as input to a hidden layer of back propagation neural network. The outputs of hidden layer are estimated using equations (10) to (12),

\[
i_{\text{R}1} = W_{m1} + W_{R1} Z_{R1} + W_{yp} Z_{yp} + W_{bp} Z_{bp}
\]

\[
i_{\text{y}1} = W_{m1} + W_{R1} Z_{y1} + W_{yp} Z_{yp} + W_{bp} Z_{bp}
\]

\[
i_{\text{b}1} = W_{m1} + W_{R1} Z_{b1} + W_{yp} Z_{yp} + W_{bp} Z_{bp}
\]

where \(W_{m1}, W_{R1}, W_{yp}, W_{bp}\) are the initial-weights of the hidden-layer. The revised value of weight of real component of phase \(R\) is estimated using equation (13),

\[
W_{R1}(k) = W_{p}(k) + \eta [W_{p}(k) - W_{R1}(k)] f'(i_{\text{R}1}) Z_{R1}(k)
\]

where \(W_{p}(k)\) is the average weight of active power constituent of load currents, \(W_{R1}(k)\) is the revised weight value of phase \(R\) at \(k^{th}\) sampling period. \(W_{R1}(k), Z_{R1}(k)\) are the amplitudes of fundamental weight of active power constituent of load currents of phase \(R\) and feed-forward block output at \(k^{th}\) sampling time respectively. \(f'(i_{\text{R}1})\) is the derivative of \(i_{\text{R}1}\). The \(\eta\) is learning rate of the proposed neural network based control scheme.

Similarly revised weights of real power constitutes of load currents of phase \(Y\) and phase \(B\) are estimated using equations (14) and (15),

\[
W_{yp}(k) = W_{p}(k) + \eta [W_{p}(k) - W_{yp}(k)] f'(i_{\text{y}1}) Z_{yp}(k)
\]

\[
W_{bp}(k) = W_{p}(k) + \eta [W_{p}(k) - W_{bp}(k)] f'(i_{\text{b}1}) Z_{bp}(k)
\]

Estimated value of \(i_{\text{R}1}, i_{\text{y}1}, i_{\text{b}1}\) are processed via sigmoid function, which is working as an activation function of neural network in order to estimate the fundamental real power constituents of load currents \((W_{R1}, W_{yp}, W_{bp})\) as,

\[
W_{R1} = f(i_{\text{R}1}) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-i_{\text{R}1}}}
\]

\[
W_{yp} = f(i_{\text{y}1}) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-i_{\text{y}1}}}
\]

\[
W_{bp} = f(i_{\text{b}1}) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-i_{\text{b}1}}}
\]

Average weight of fundamental real power signal \((W_{p})\) is calculated as follows,

\[
W_{p} = \frac{W_{R1} + W_{yp} + W_{bp}}{3}
\]
These net reference grid currents are compared with the sensed grid currents and the error of each phase current is processed through the hysteresis PWM controller in order to generate the gating pulses for the corresponding leg of the VSC.

IV. SIMULATED RESULTS

Simulated performance of AL-BP control technique for grid interactive improved power quality solar PV-battery supported system is studied at the balanced and unbalanced three phase four wire (3P-4W) nonlinear loads and single phase loads of various nature simultaneously. The simulated results of AL-BP control technique based grid interactive 3-phase 4-wire system under various loading conditions, have been presented in Figs. 3 and 4. Simulated results of Fig. 3(a)-3(b), show that currents of three phases of grid are perfectly balanced, equal and sinusoidal, while the system is feeding three different types of single phase loads. These simulated results also show that harmonic current demanded by neutral of load has been fully compensated by the fourth leg of the VSC. Therefore, because of this neutral current compensation capability of the system, the neutral of the grid is not required to deliver any harmonic component of load-neutral current. These simulated results of Fig. 3(a) -3(b), also show that the shape of current of VSC in all three phases are different in order to maintain equal and balanced three phase currents at grid side while the system is feeding unequal currents in different phases of the load. Fig. 3(c) show the waveforms and THDs of the grid currents. Fig. 3(d) show the waveforms and THDs of load currents. Simulated results of Fig. 3(c)-3(d) show that the THD in grid current is less than 5%. Therefore the proposed system is confirming the IEEE 519 standard. Fig.4 shows the performance of the system under critically unbalanced system while the load of one of the phase is disconnected and remaining two phases are feeding 1-phase linear and nonlinear loads respectively.

Fig. 3 (a) Grid voltages ($v_g$), Grid currents ($i_g$), Load currents ($i_l$), VSC currents ($i_{vsc}$) and DC link voltage ($V_{DC}$)

Fig. 3 (b) Load -Neutral current ($i_{ln}$), Grid-Neutral current ($i_{sn}$), VSC-Neutral current ($i_{vscn}$)

Fig. 3(a)-3(b) Steady state simulated performance of the proposed 3 phase 4 wire grid integrated solar PV - battery system feeding unbalanced 3 phase and single phase nonlinear and linear loads.

Fig. 3 (c) Simulated waveform and harmonic spectrum of the grid currents

Fig. 3 (c) Simulated waveform and harmonic spectrum of the grid currents
This simulated result confirms that the grid side current in all three phases are balanced, equal and sinusoidal under critically unbalanced loading conditions. In such critically unbalanced loading conditions, the neutral of the load demands highly non sinusoidal current of almost triangular shape, which is fully compensated by the fourth leg of VSC, therefore no harmonic current component of the neutral of load are required to be delivered by the grid. These simulated results indicate 32.83% THD of the current drawn by this single phase nonlinear load, whereas THD of grid current in same phase is less than 5%, therefore system is meeting IEEE 519 standard.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed scheme has been implemented using a DSP based controller (dSPACE 1103) in real time. The DSP controller requires minimum sampling time of 30 µs to execute the proposed control algorithm. This section includes the experimental performances of proposed AL-BP Algorithm for battery supported three phase four wire (3P4W) system feeding various linear and nonlinear loads.

A. Steady State Behavior at Three Phase Four Wire Load and Battery Charging Conditions

Fig. 5 presents experimental results under balanced nonlinear loads and battery charging conditions. The $i_{SR}$ is sinusoidal however, $i_{SN}$ is nonlinear in nature as depicted in Figs. 5(a)-(b). The net power drawn from the PV string is injected to VSC and battery energy storage as illustrated in Fig. 5(c) and then distributed to the grid and loads. The grid neutral current ($i_{SN}$), load neutral current ($i_{LN}$) and VSC neutral current ($i_{VSCN}$) are shown in Figs. 5(d)-(f). The magnitude of $i_{SN}$ is 0.642 A as the effect of $i_{LN}$ is eliminated by fourth leg of the VSC. Therefore, VSC supplies exact magnitude of $i_{VSCN}$ which is needed to compensate $i_{SN}$. Figs. 5(g)-(i) show the active and
reactive powers injected to 3P4W distribution network, load power and VSC power. The net active power fed to the distribution system is 2.77 kW and reactive power is zero and unity power factor operation is depicted in Fig. 5(g). The power absorbed by the load is 1.16 kW. Hence, the power coming from VSC is (2.77kW+1.16kW=3.93kW), which is depicted in Fig. 5(i). Moreover, reactive power required by nonlinear load is injected by 4-leg VSC. Figs. (5(j)-(k)) show the load current and grid current THDs, which are 30.6 % and 2.2 % and well within the IEEE-519 standard. Besides, the power fed to the grid, the battery charging state is also included in Fig. 5 (l). The battery current is negative, which means battery is in charging state when it is needed otherwise it is to be in floating mode.

Fig. 5 Test results under balanced nonlinear loads (a)-(c) \(v_{abc} \) with \(i_{ab} \), \(i_{bc} \), \(i_{abc} \), (d)-(f) \(v_{abc} \) with \(i_{in}, i_{dc}, \) and \(i_{b} \), (g)-(i) Grid power, load power and VSC power, (j)-(l) Harmonic spectrum of \(i_{ac} \), \(i_{dc} \) and battery voltage and current in charging Mode

B. Steady State Behaviour of System at Unbalanced Load

In real time operational conditions of 3-phase 4-wire system, the amount of load on different phases are always different at various level of nonlinearity, since the different single phase loads are always of varying power levels. The different single phase loads connected in all three phases demands varying amount of active and reactive powers are having varying power factor. The proposed scheme is tested under all these practical unbalance loading conditions, which may be verified using Figs. 6(a) to 6(i) of test results. The proposed system is found to be highly balanced in such critically unbalanced and nonlinear loading conditions. Moreover it also meets the IEEE 519 standard of power quality. The THDs in currents of all three phases are found to be less than 5%. Fig. 6 shows test results of proposed 3-phase 4 wire system under unbalanced loading condition. The unbalancing in the system is appeared because of two nonlinear single phase loads of different values are connected in phase \( R \) and in phase \( Y \), respectively. A single phase linear load is connected in phase \( B \). The battery is kept in floating mode of operation. Figs. 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c) show the waveforms of grid voltages and load currents in the phases \( R, Y \) and \( B \) respectively. These test results show that single phase nonlinear loads of different values are connected in phase \( R \) and \( Y \), respectively, which are drawing almost square wave current and a linear load is connected at phase \( B \) which is drawing sinusoidal current. Figs. 6(d)-6(f) show that all three single phase loads connected in phase \( R, Y \) and \( B \), respectively, are of different values and drawing currents of different THD values, therefore it causing a significant unbalance in the proposed 3 phase 4 wire system. Figs. 6(g)-6(i) depict the harmonic spectrum and THD in load currents of phases \( R, Y \) and \( B \) respectively, which shows that the nonlinearity and THD in load current of each phase are significantly different in proposed system under test. Figs. 6(a)-6(i) show that the proposed system is tested under highly unbalanced conditions. The THDs in nonlinear load currents of phase \( R \) & \( Y \) are very high of the order of 35.4% and 42.4% respectively and THD in linear load current in phase \( B \) is of the order of 2%. Figs. 6(j)-6(l) show that the grid currents in three phases are found to be almost equal, truly sinusoidal and balanced, whereas the load currents in each of three phases are of different values and having different level of nonlinearity. Figs. 6(m)-6(o) are showing that an almost equal power is being fed into the grid through each phase from solar PV array which shows that proposed controller is maintaining balanced currents at grid side in all three phases while the system is feeding highly unbalanced 3 phase loads. Figs. 6(p)-6(r) show the harmonic spectrum of grid currents in phases \( R, Y \) and \( B \) respectively. The THD in grid current of every phase are found to be less than 5%. Therefore, proposed system is meeting the IEEE 519 standard of the power quality that proves the harmonic mitigation and power quality improvement capabilities of the system. Figs. 6(s)-6(u) present the recorded waveforms of VSC currents and voltages in phases \( R, Y \) and \( B \) respectively. The VSC is having different shapes of currents in each of three phases in order to obtain balance currents and power at grid side under unbalanced loading conditions. Figs. 6(v) to 6(x) show that VSC adjust the shape of currents in different phases in order to inject a balanced and equal active and reactive powers in all three phases in grid side while system is catering an unequal loads in different phases. Figs. 6(y)-6(z) show that VSC is supplying currents of different harmonics and THD in different phases in order to compensate the harmonic currents of injected by unbalanced 3 phase nonlinear loads in proposed system.
Fig. 6. Test results of the proposed system under significantly unbalanced 3-phase 4-wire loading conditions.

Figs. 6(z₂)-6(z₄) show the neutral currents at grid side, load side and VSC side respectively. Because of the unbalanced and nonlinear loading conditions, a large amount of harmonics currents are demanded by the neutral of unbalanced 3-phase 4-wire system feeding different nonlinear and linear loads. All the harmonic currents demanded by the load neutral are compensated and supplied by the VSC in the proposed 3-phase 4-wire system as shown by Figs. 6(z₂)-6(z₄). Figs. 6(z₅)-6(z₆) show the battery current, voltage and power transaction through battery under floating mode of operation.

C. Steady State Behaviour of System at Critically Unbalanced Load

Fig. 7 show test results and response of the system under critically unbalanced 3-phase 4-wire load. A critical unbalance caused by the disconnection of the load in phase R as shown in Fig 7(a) and a highly nonlinear load is connected in phase Y, which is drawing almost square wave current as shown in Fig. 7(b). A single phase linear load is connected in phase B, which is drawing sinusoidal current as shown in Fig. 7(c).
This is one of the most critical kind of unbalanced condition, which may appear at severe abnormal conditions. The system is found to be perfectly balanced under such critical unbalanced loading. Figs. 7(j)–7(l) and Figs. 7(p)–7(r) show that grid current in all three phases remain equal and perfectly sinusoidal with THD in source currents of less than 5%.

Therefore proposed system is meeting the IEEE 519 standard of power quality. Figs. 7(m)–7(o) show that the amount of power injected into each phase of the grid is also found to be equal under such critically unbalanced loading conditions. Figs. 7(s)–7(u) show that the VSC currents in phases R, Y and B respectively. The test results of Fig 7 show that the 4 leg VSC adjusts the shape and magnitude of currents to operate 3-phase 4-wire system as a balanced system while feeding critically unbalanced loads. Figs. 7(v) to 7(x) show the reactive and active power transaction made through VSC in phases R, Y and B respectively.

Therefore proposed system is meeting the IEEE 519 standard of power quality.

D. Dynamic Behavior Under Three Phase Four wire Load and Battery Charging Conditions

Test results shown in Fig. 8(a), present four signals (from top to bottom) namely solar PV current (channel 1), sudden change in load current in phase R (channel 2), source current in phase R (channel 3) and VSC current in phase R (channel 4). Figs. 8(b) shows (from top to bottom) the load current in phase R (channel 1) and the channels 2, 3 and 4 show the grid side currents in phases R, Y and B, respectively. Figs. 8(a)–8(b) show that the sudden removal of load in phase R does not affect the shape and magnitude of current in respective phase or in any other phase at grid side. Therefore, the proposed system is found to be stable in this dynamic loading condition in real time.
Figs. 8(a)–(c) present test results under sudden increase of nonlinear loads of phase R and PV parameters and battery charging conditions are shown in Fig. 9 (d). Figs. 9(a) presents load currents ($i_{ln}$, $i_{lR}$, $i_{lY}$, $i_{lB}$) and DC voltage ($V_{dc}$) at load change by closing of phase R. Under load perturbation condition, DC link voltage remains constant. Fig. 9(b) illustrates the $v_{SR}$ of phase R, neutral load current ($i_{ln}$), neutral VSC current ($i_{VSC}$) and grid neutral current ($i_{sn}$) at connection of loads. The $i_{ln}$ is large under unbalanced load, which is compensated by the ($i_{vscn}$). Whereas, grid neutral current is sustained to its original (zero) value under perturbation of loads. Fig. 9(c) presents unit templates ($u_{Rp}$, $u_{Rq}$) obtained from the grid voltage ($v_{SR}$) and in grid current ($i_{SR}$) and grid reference current ($i_{SR}^{*}$). Under load perturbation, it is observed that the grid current is increased under reduction of load power. However, the change is not noticed in unit templates. The response under battery charging condition is shown in Fig. 9(d). The power generated from the PV array is constant as no change is observed in the PV voltage and current.

E. Behavior of PV-Battery System at Change in Insolation

Figs. 10(a)–(b) and Figs. 10(c)–(d) present the response of PV-battery system under sudden decrease and increase in insolation. The PV voltage ($V_{PV}$), change in DC link voltage ($V_{dc}$), PV current ($I_{PV}$), and extracted PV power ($P_{PV}$) are illustrated in Fig. 10(a) at a decrease in insolation from 1000 W/m² to 500 W/m². $V_{dc}$ stands to its actual magnitude, $i_{ln}$, $i_{lR}$, $i_{lY}$, $i_{lB}$ and $i_{VSC}$ are illustrated in Fig. 10(b) at reduction in insolation.
Fig. 9(c) Effect of connection of load on unit templates

Fig. 9(d) Effect of connection of load on battery charging

Fig. 9 (a)-(c) Dynamic system performance under varying load condition, (d) Dynamic system performance under battery charging condition

Fig. 10(a) Effect of sudden decrease in insolation on PV battery system

Fig. 10(b) Effect of sudden decrease in insolation on source current and battery current

Fig. 10(c) Effect of sudden increase in insolation on PV battery systems

Fig. 10(d) Effect of sudden increase in insolation on source current ($i_sR$), battery current ($i_{batt}$) and load current ($i_lR$)

Fig. 10 Dynamic system performance under varying insolation level
The steady-state accuracy and dynamic responses of the proposed control techniques under sudden application of load in phase R of a solar PV-battery supported 3P-4W system with conventional control techniques for grid interactive improved power quality are also found larger in conventional control algorithms as compared to proposed AL-BP based control technique.

VI. ASSESSMENT OF PROPOSED CONTROL WITH CONVENTIONAL CONTROLLERS

Fig. 12 shows the comparative evaluation of proposed AL-BP control technique for grid interactive improved power quality solar PV-battery supported 3P-4W system with conventional control techniques under sudden application of load in phase R.

In this dynamic loading condition, it is found that the proposed control technique has faster dynamic response than the conventional control schemes. The fundamental component of load current has been settled at its new revised value in less time as compared to the conventional control techniques. Moreover, the steady state and dynamic responses controlling factors are also found larger in conventional control algorithms as compared to proposed AL-BP based control technique.

VII. CONCLUSION

The implementation of an AL-BP control technique for grid interactive improved power quality solar PV-battery supported system catering the balanced and unbalanced three phase four wire (3P-4W) nonlinear loads and single phase loads of various nature simultaneously has been successfully presented in this work. Experimental and simulated performances of the AL-BP control technique for grid interactive improved power quality solar PV-battery supported system have shown that the proposed scheme is found capable of catering the balanced and unbalanced three phase four wire (3P-4W) nonlinear loads and single phase loads of various nature simultaneously. Moreover, the source currents have also been found balanced and sinusoidal for all operating and loading conditions such as in highly unbalance loading conditions where load on one of the phase is disconnected. The proposed system is meeting the IEEE standard of power quality.
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